
The Job Interview

1. Time

2. Time

3. Time

4. Number

5. Clothing That You Wear On The Upper Body

6. Clothing That You Wear On The Lower Body

7. Adjective

8. Friends Name

9. Animal

10. Adjective

11. Clothing Peice

12. Time

13. Noun

14. Vehicle

15. Adjective

16. Verb Past Tense

17. Company Name

18. Noun

19. Adverb

20. Adjective

21. Shoe Type

22. Adjective

23. Clothing That You Wear On The Upper Body
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24. Adjective

25. Clothing That You Wear On The Upper Body

26. Adjective

27. Adjective

28. Adjective

29. Sound

30. Yes Or No

31. Yes Or No

32. Same Company Name

33. Adjective

34. Adjective



The Job Interview

Today I am getting a job! This is my first time getting an interview so I'm pretty excited, but also nervous, who

knows what my interviewer will think? The interview starts at Time pm so I should get ready at

Time , but I should shower at Time cause it usually takes me like Number mins to

shower, for my interview I'm going to wear a Clothing that you wear on the upper body top and some

Clothing that you wear on the lower body , I want to look Adjective , anyways I get a shower and put on a

towel, my friend Friends name calls asking something, "Hey" says my friend, "Do you know if I should

get a pet Animal , and dress them up in Adjective Clothing peice ?" it's a random question,

but I go for it, "Yeah" I say, "Sure, if you want" "Okay" my frien replies "Okay, see you later"

Anyways I look at the time and it's Time !: That phone call took forever! I rush to my Noun

and put on my planned outfit, then I walk to my Vehicle looking Adjective , I Verb Past 

Tense to the building and open the door, I can't wait to work at Company name ! I take a seat and check

to make sure I have everything, but I forgot my Noun ! I thought it wouldn't matter so I just sit

Adverb , then the interviewer comes, nothing like I expected! they were wearing Adjective

Shoe type with a hole, a Adjective Clothing that you wear on the upper body with a Adjective

Clothing that you wear on the upper body , I stutter "U-um are you, my interviewer?" they reply, "Yes, please follow

me" and so we go into this Adjective room with Adjective walls and Adjective chairs, "

Have a seat" says my interviewer, I take a seat and it makes this Sound noise, my interviewer says, "Do

you have any questions?" I replied " Yes or no " they continued, and folded their questions on a piece of

paper,



"Now why would you like to work for us?" I replied "It seems aw-" they cut me off, oh I'm sorry, did you send

an application? I replied " Yes or no " then we continued, I aced those questions and passed! I'm in the

Same company name , but it was a Adjective experience getting interviewed by them, I'm super

excited to work though, hopefully, It's not like that Adjective interview!
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